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Dear Exhibitors! 

We are glad to represent you Astrus Moscow City Hotel! 

The hotel is a 15-minute drive from the Vnukovo airport, a 5-minute drive from the metro station 

"Yugo-Zapadnaya" and a 20-minute drive from the center of Moscow. The proximity of the 

highways - Leninsky prospect and Moscow City Motor Ring (МКАД) — will allow you in the 

shortest time to reach the hotel from any airport or station.  

 

Astrus Moscow City Hotel has all conditions for comfortable pastime. The following services are 

available at the Hotel: fitness center, business center, billiards, laundry, luggage storage, wireless 

Internet access Wi-Fi, taxi, pharmacy, souvenir shops, railway and air ticket offices.  

We have several restaurants, 3 banquet halls, beer restaurant, Chinese restaurant "Sky view", 

lobby bar (24/7). 

Astrus Moscow City Hotel is located in one of the most vibrant and business active districts of 

Moscow - the Leninsky Prospekt, within walking distance from Yugo-Zapadnaya metro station. 

We offer space for representative offices. We have office space B and C classes, varies from 19 

sq. m (corridor system) to 300 sq.m. (office space). Available warehouse space from 50 to 100 

sq. m., commercial from 10 to 20 sq. m.  

 

Close to the hotel Astrus  Moscow City Hotel you can find the following business areas: 

the largest retail and wholesale food center in Russia "FOOD CITY"; Construction market 

"Mill", "Slavic world", "Lesstroy"; the market "Topolyok", "Agrosnab", Business center "Park 

Place Moscow", "Gazprom Energodom", "Pableks", "Rumyantsevo", "Delovoy Kvartal 

"Neopolis", "Business center Leipzig", "Business Park Comcity", "Korean business center", 

"Well house", Shopping centers "MEGA", "AUCHAN", "IKEA", "RIO", "Avenue", "Star", 

"Lucent", "West", "Galeon". 

Attractions nearby: 

Troparevskiy Park - travel time:5 minutes address: Akademika Vinogradova, p. 3 

The State Moscow Circus - travel time:15-20 minutes – address: Prospekt Vernadskogo d. 7 

The Cinema center "Eldar"- travel time:5 minutes address: Leninsky pr-t, 105 

Vorontsovo manor house - the Park - travel time:10 minutes address: Akademika Pilyugina or 

Vorontsovsky ponds,  

 Theatre in the South West - travel time: 7-10 minutes - the address: Prospekt Vernadskogo, d. 

125 

 

All the information about the Hotel you can find on our website www.astrus.ru 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.astrus.ru/

